
 
 

Malvirà was established in the 1950s by 
Giuseppe Damonte, at a time when the 
Roero's potential was yet unrealized. 
Giuseppe had a great passion for farming 
and wine, a passion that he passed on to his 
two sons, Roberto and Massimo. In 1974, 
Roberto and Massimo took the reigns and 
began slowly turning the family's bulk wine 
business into an Estate focusing on quality 
wine production.  
 

Today, Malvirà's wines are produced 
from Estate fruit, organically farmed 
across 104 acres and 6 vineyards. 
Over the years, they have been one 
of the most ardent proponents of the 
Arneis grape. 42 of their 104 acres 
are devoted to the propagation of 
Arneis. It is the wine for which Malvirà 
is renowned. In 2007, the Damontes 
purchased the Renesio vineyard, 
which they leased since 1983. 
Renesio is the cru from which the 
Arneis grape was identified in 1478. 

In fact, it is unknown, which came first, the name of the vineyard, or 
the name of the grape! Arneis needs careful farming. According to 
Massimo Damonte, who oversees viticulture at his Estate, the secret to 
great Arneis lies in old vines. Malvirà's average vine age for Arneis is 
40‑50 years old. Vine age naturally helps to inhibit yields, allowing the 
plant to channel more of its energy in producing lesser quantities of 
higher quality fruit. The dimensions of flavors vary based on the type of 
soil and the mesoclimate of the vineyard.  In addition to Arneis, 
Malvirà produces Favorita, Roero (100% Nebbiolo), Barbera, and Birbet. 
 
MALVIRA 2016 ROERO ROSSO   DOCG  
100% Old Vine Estate Nebbiolo from the sandy soil Trinità and Mombeltramo 
vineyards. Vinified in stainless steel & aged in 50% new & 50% used French oak for 
at least 12 months.   
2016 Harvest Report – Jancis Robinson:  Piemonte produced excellent quality 
wine in 2016, with ripeness to match the very good 2015 but firmer tannin and 
higher acidity. Ideal harvest conditions allowed the Nebbiolo to ripen fully.” 
92 Points, Vinous:  “The 2016 Roero is an intense wine with serious depth. Deeply 
pitched spice notes and bright red berry fruit appear first, followed by hints of 
iron, leather, smoke and tobacco that develop later. Above everything else, the 
2016 is endowed with notable character and complexity.” 


